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Once again, the Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum is pleased with 
the publication of the second volume of the Andrews University Cuneiform Texts 
series. The completion of this work, containing 415 tablets from the Horn 
Museum’s cuneiform tablet collection, brings to 1,867 the total number of tablets 
published in this series to date, representing almost two-thirds of our total collec­
tion.
Though the tablets presented here may seem somewhat less interesting than 
the sealed tablets of Volume III, or the better preserved tablets found in Volume I, 
they are still no less important and helpful to Near Eastern scholars. Because of 
the relatively poor state of preservation of many of the tablets of this volume, their 
inclusion in this series is all the more to be desired, for it makes a significant num­
ber of tablets available for study where otherwise their contents may have been 
forever lost.
Marcel Sigrist has continued his high level of scholarship by which all 
Mesopotamian studies will benefit. We at the Horn Archaeological Museum and 
the Institute of Archaeology are indeed grateful to him for his diligence, patience, 
and the willingness to see such a large and often tedious project to its completion.
David Merling 
Curator
Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum 
Andrews University 




While copying the collection of cuneiform tablets from the epoch of the third 
dynasty of Ur in the Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum at Andrews 
University, I had first chosen the tablets which were in an excellent state of conser­
vation, and those bearing seals. From that choice came the two volumes AUCT I 
and III. But almost 500 tablets still remained, all more or less ruined. Rather than 
leave these tablets for better days, I thought it useful to copy them and incorporate 
them into a third volume. Every cuneiform tablet, even those of an economic na­
ture, can contain valuable information, or at least may be the missing piece for bet­
ter establishing a theory or confirming a chronological sequence.
In the presentation of this third and final volume of the economic tablets of 
Ur III, I have followed the same format as for the two preceding volumes. I 
thought it useful to furnish a convenient index by giving a minimum context for 
each word and by proposing Akkadian translations for the Sumerian words.
I permitted myself to introduce some new readings in the index, which I will 
justify in a book on the administration of Drehem. This book will appear in the 
near future. Among others, I propose the readings kit-tum rather than e-tum, and 
e-uz(ug)-ga for e-uz-ga. I translate the word sila by babtum or suqum.
I express all my thanks to those who have made possible the publication of 
this volume: in the first place to James K. Brower, who saved this manuscript from 
oblivion and to whose efforts I owe the layout and typesetting of the book; to Ran­
dall Younker of the Institute of Archaeology at Andrews University, who believed 
in continuing the publication of this series; and to Robert Firth and the Andrews 
University Press, which provided the financial support for the preparation of this 
volume.
I likewise thank the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Franchise de Jerusalem 
for the liberality with which they permit me to apply myself to my own research, 
and M. Gregory Robison for having greatly facilitated the postal exchanges between 
Jerusalem and Berrien Springs.
Marcel Sigrist
Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Frangaise de Jerusalem 
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dUtu-a,
1. f. Lu-dUtu, 225:30.
2. 230:2.
dUtu-ik-kuS, gir, 329:3, 9. 




Uz-zu-numil), Mar-tu, 224:2. 
Wa-td-ru-um,
1. kigib, sanga M3r-daki, 140:6.





Za-an-num, lu kin-gi4-a lugal, 133:4. 
Za-zi,
1. f. A-hu-wa-qar, Ur-zikum-ma, A- 
da-lM, 33:30.
2. 313:10; 317:14, 96; 363:7, 19; 




















[„.]-ur-nu-um, na-gada, 394:10. 
[nin]-suba, sagi, 164:14.
NAMES OF DEITIES
dAb-u, see PN’s sub Lu—. 
dAdad, see PN’s sub dAdad, and En- 
um—; I-bi—; Ib-ni—; I-din—; 
Nu-ur—; Su—. 




1. see PN’s beginning with dAmar- 
dEN.ZU and sub ir—; Ur—.
2. 250:1.
An,
1. bara An-na, 129:5.
2. Sabra An-na, 87:5; 383:23.
3. 399:20.
An-nu-ni-tum,
1. sa-dun--, 89:2; 315:5.
2. sabra-, 317:16.
3. 82:1; 175:15; 361:2. 
dAsnan,
1. see PN’s beginning with dAsnan.
2. sd-dun , 176:8. 
dAsnan-u-tu, 218:2. 
dAsar-[lu-hi], r283:r; 308:2.
dBa-ba6, see PN’s beginning with dBa- 







dBil, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dBil4-ga-mes, see PN’s sub Lu-. 
dDa-gan,
1. see PN’s sub I-din—, Se-lu-us—, 
Tu-ra-am—.
2. see GN’s sub E-Puzur4-is-dDa-gan.
3. 238:4.
dDa-mu,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. 97:39. 
dDumu-zi,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—.
2. 97:17.
£-a, see PN’s beginning with £-a  and 
sub A-mur—; Na-ra-am—; Su—. 
<d>En-gal-du-du, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dEn-ki,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. Sabra—, 383:20.
3. dEn-ki Eridukl, 162:2.
4. 97:15; 134:2; 308:5; 358:9; 368:12. 
dEn-lfl,
1. see PN’s beginning with dEn-lfl—, 




4. 73;1; 91:1; [99:1]; 125:1; 145:1; 
152:1; 179:1, 8; 244:3; [245:1]; 
261:2, 6; 318:1; 339:47; 360:1; 
366:20; 368:8.
dEN.ZU, see PN’s beginning with dEN.ZU 
and sub I-bi—, I-ti—, Nu-ur—, Ur—. 
dEs4-tar, see PN’s beginning with dEs4- 
tar and sub Nu-ur—; Puzur4—; Ta- 
din—.
dEzem-sag tur, 368:4.
Ga-ga, see PN’s sub Puzur4- ,  Su-. 
dGestin-an-na,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—.
2. dGestin-an-na SI.A-turn (Watar- 
tum), 97:47.
3. 97:18.
dGibil, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dGu-la,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.




dGu-ru, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dGu-sir5-ra, 97:40. 
dGu-za, 318:3.
dHendur-sag, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dIdim, see PN’s sub §u—. 
dld-lu-ru-gu, 98:3; 378:3. 
dIg-alim, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dInanna,
1. see PN’s beginning with dInanna 
and sub Inim—, Lu--.
2. en -, 241:1; 361:3; 373:3.
3. en-- Unug^-ga, 239:3.
4. e~, 104;5; 339:13.
5. -- ^tukul, 97:50.
6. -  Unug^-ga, 178:3.
7. 119:15, 19; 344;1; 361:1; 368:1. 
dInanna-ib-gal, 252:4.
(d)lr-ra, see PN’s beginning with ir-ra—, 
and sub I-din—, I-ti, Me—, Puzur4—, 
Su—.
H-sar, see PN’s beginning with I-sar-. 
dIS-ha-ra, 97:45.
dIgkur, see PN’s beginning with Egi-zi—, 
U r-.
dI  star an, see PN’s sub I-bi—. Ur—.
I-Sum, see PN’s beginning with I-ti—. 
Kab-ta, see PN’s sub Su—. 
dLamma, see PN’s beginning with 
dLamma and sub engar-, Nin~, 
U r-.
dLamma-lugal, 97:19. 
dLi9-si4, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dLugal-Mn-da,




1. see sub Bur-, Puzur4~, Su~.
2. ezen-Ma-ma. 
dMa-mi, see sub Ha-la—.
Ma-mi-tum, see PN’s sub Ur?—. 
cMar-tu,
1. see sub A-wil—.
2. 97:16.
(d)Me-ki-gal, month name.
Me-me, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dMes-lam-ta-e-a, 97:49; 368:9. 
dMes-nun-Sa6-£g, 97:41.
Mi-sar, see sub Di-kus~. 
dNammu, see sub U r-. 
dNanna,
1. see PN’s beginning with dNanna—, 
and sub ir—, Ku~, Lu—, Ur—.
2. gabra--, 335:22; 383:2.
3. e - ,  210:4; 252:7.
4. 88:3; 91:5, 7; 145:3; 175:2; 308:7. 
dNanSe,
1. see PN’s beginning with dNanse 
and sub U r-, Gir—.
2. en -, 289:10.
3. engar-, 128:3.
4. gudu4- ,  204:1.
dNe-iri11-gal, see PN’s beginning with 
dNe-irin -gal~. 
dNerah, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-[ ], 176:3. 
dNin-a-zu,
1. see PN’s sub Ur--.
2. see month names 4, 5. 
dNin-dam-an-na, 308:3. 
dNin-e-gal,




1. see PN’s sub Ku--; Ur—.
2. Sabra--, 383:22.
3. 97:13; 175:4.
dNin-GiRxKAR-da, see PN’s sub Lu--. 
dNin-gig-zi-da, see PN’s sub Ur--. 
dNin-gubalag,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. Sabra—, 356:4. 
dNin-hur-sag, 84:1; 97:6; 179:5. 
dNin-imma, ugula-e—, 400:3. 
dNin-kimara, see dNin-mar-ki. 
dNin-ku, see PN’s sub Ur--? 
dNin-ku-nun-na, 97:37; 388:2. 
dNin-kur-ra, see PN’s sub U r-.
NAMES OF DEITIES 19
dNin-lfl, dNin-lfl-ld,
1. see PN’s beginning with dNin-lfl- 
1S-.
2. 91:3; 99:3; 125:2; 179:2, 9; 244:6; 
245:1; 261:4, 8; 318:6; 339:53; 
360:2; 366:20; 373:7.
3. e - ,  339:40.
dNin-Ul-tum, see PN’s beginning with 
dNin-lU-tum~. 
dNin-marki,
1. see PN’s beginning with dNin- 
mar**—.
2. 381:14.
dNin-mug, 225:4; 266:2. 
dNin-si4-an-na, 97:35. 
dNin-su, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-sun,
1. see PN’s sub U r-.
2. sd-dun—, 23:3; 372:2.
3. e - ,  97:33.
4. ki-ag, 97:33. 
dNin-3£-zi-pad-da, 97:34. 
dNin-Subur,
1. see PN’s sub Lu—, $u~.
2. 308:1; 322:8. 
dNin-tin-ug5-ga,
1. abzu~, 339;81.
2. 170:1; 279:2; 322:5; 339:19.
3. e~, 339:26. 
dNin-tu, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-ur4-ra, see PN’s sub U r-. 
dNin-urta,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—?
2. 267:1. 
dNisaba,
1. see PN’s beginning with dNisaba
and sub U r-; Su~; U r-. 
dNun-gal, 97:36; 381:18. 
dNusku, 267:3.
dSi4-an-na, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dSukkal-an, see PN’s sub Lu—. 
dSumuqan, see PN’s sub A-si--. 
d$amas, see PN’s sub Su—. 
dSdra,
1. see PN’s beginning with dSara and 
sub Inim—; Lu—.
2. e - ,  129:3.
3. d-^dra* 307:4.
4. mu-tum, 347:7. 
dSar-ru-gin7, see PN’s sub U r-. 
d§e-ri-[da], see PN’s sub U r-. 
d&/-dEN.ZU,
1. see PN’s beginning with dSu- 
dEN.ZU and sub Ur—, Wa-qar—.
2. ezem d& -dEN.zu, 18:4, 7. 
d§ul-gi,
1. see PN’s beginning with dSul-gi 
and sub Lu—.
2. ^gu-za-, 179:13; 245:3.
3. -  abul, 97:11. 
dSul-pa-e,
1. see PN’s sub Ur—.
2. 84:2; 97:8.
d$u-mah, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dTilla, see PN’s sub Ur—. 
dTUG-nun, see PN’s sub Lu—. 
dUl-ma-si-tum, 82:4. 
dUtu, see PN’s sub Ku—, Lu—, Lugal—. 





see year formulas, :S 30, 34,35. 





1. ensi As-nunki, 254:2.
2. ensi fe-nun-naki, 275:2; 353:20.
3. lu~, 282:10.
Babili^ (k a .d in g ir .ki), 381:3.
BAD-AN1" (Der), lu—, 285:3.
Ebih, see A-bi-A-bi-ih, 88:4.
Elam (NIM), 129:15.
Eridu (NUN.KI), 162:2, 6; 308:6.
see year formulas AS 8. 
fi-^ara*
e-amar-e-dSaraki, 307:4. 
gAr .n e .n e ^, 179:14.
Gar-sum*, 22:12.
Gfr-suki,





6nsi-, 270:6; 273:8; 375:12. 
Gu-<ma>-ra-§iki, 
lu - , 344:4.
Ha-ar-Si* 344:5; 364:8.
Hu-ur5-tikl, see year formulas § 46-48 
Hu-uh-nu-riki, see year formulas AS 7 
and 8b.
I&-ab-ra-ad<ki>, 318:8 
/m-//fc-d& -dEN.zuk1’ 105:2 




















2. lu -, 154:2.
Mar-tu,
1. kur~, 133:3.
2. 108:4; 175:10; 224:2; 358:11. 
MaS-k&n-Sabra* sipa-, 107:2?; 313:14. 
Nibruki,
1. ensi—, 267:2.
2. 8:12; 108; 29:5; 46:8; 217:10;
218:7; 280:6; 286:4; 295:9; 317:57; 
318:18; 322:17; 330:4; 331:6;
367:9.
Pu-uski,
6nsi~, 130:6; 399:13. 
PuzurA-is-dDa-gan,
1. 98:7; 116:8; 133:9; 200:5; 240:7; 
279:8; 289:15; 301:8; 326:3; 385:3; 
393:2; 413:2.
2. 6 -, 286:2.
Sa-bu-um*,
gun--, 179:11.





1. lu SU, 394:5.
2. lu SU-A* 280:2; 318:9.
Susin^ (m u S.e r e n ).
gun, 364:4.
Surupak, (s u .k u r .r u .d a /ki), 
ensi-, 297:7; 299:14; 325:2. 
Ti-id-ni-im, see year formulas Ss 4-6. 
Tum-ma-alki, 8:4.
Tum-ma-al,
1. §a Tum-ma-al, 405:4; 80:12.





1. 129:15; 252:5; 332:5, 21; 357:5; 
415:9.
2. see year formula SS 9.
U nug^ga),
1. 8:9; 80:7; 89:3; 178:3, 7; 239:3;
292:6; 306:13; 402:3; 409:6.
2. gagina--, 299:12.
3. see year formulas AS 5 et 2.
4. see DN’s sub Inanna—. 
tM ^ m a ) ,
1. 36:6; 76:5; 80:5; 88:8; 154:8;
176:11; 210:9; 252:8; 292:3;
308:10; 358:19; 384:12.
2. see year formulas §S 4-9. 
Ur-bf-lumkl,
1. lu Ur-bf-lumkl, 384:7.
2. nam-ra-ak-, 336:2.
3. 316:2.




1. ensi-, 277:4; 353:7.
2. 179:6; 265:5; 399:10. 
U-sa-ar-i-mi-lumk\  367:3.
Za-ab-Sa-likl, see year formulas SS 7.
TOPONYMS, TEMPLE NAMES, 
AND FIELD NAMES
a-sa, 401:25.
a-sa-ga Lugal-sa6-ga, 287:2. 
a-sa gu4-su6-ka-ka, 100:4. 
a-sa hul-a, 333:6. 
a-sa Im-lik-d§u-dEN.ZUkl, 105:2. 
a-sa inim-ma-AN-tur, 100:3. 
a-£a kirn -tar, 146:3. 
a-sa la-mah, 206:5. 
a-Sa me-en-kara. 44:6. 
dub-la, see PN’s sub U r-. 





2. e-ta e-a, 170:12. 
e dAl-[ ], 366:14.
e amar,
1. 101:2.
2. -e -^ a ra *  307:4. 
e An-na, see sub U r-, 
e ar-ar, 38:2. 
e-danna, 369:9.
e-dub-ba, 145:13; 221:3; 261:14; 319:4;
334:4; 404:passim (e-kiSib-ba). 
6-duru5, 13:4; 57:3; 129:passim; 213:5; 
337:5.
e dEn-lfl dNin-lfl, 339:40. 
e-gal,
1. e-gal gub-ba, 90:2.
2. e-gal-ta e, 10:2.
3. S& e-gal, 349:3; 401:11.
4. 97:21; 377:2.
e gu4 dEn-lfl-zi-sa-gal, 110:5.
6 dGu-la, 97:42.
6 dInanna, 104:5; 339:13.
e kaS-de-a, 353:32; 375:8. 
e kuru^da, 248:11.
e muhaldim, 8passim; 24:passim; 27:3; 
39:4; 72:2, 8; 97:3; 119:6; 122:14; 
216:6; 217:4; 234:8; 245:6; 256:5; 
261:13; 285:5; 288:5; 308:9;
314:17; 318:13; 344:3; 360:10; 
363:17; 365:6; 366:24; 373:16; 401; 
14, 17; 402:6; 403:1; 404-passim. 
e dNanna, 210:4; 252:7. 
e nin-dingir Mar-dakl, 353:14. 
e-ninnu, 128:4. 
e dNin-sun, 97:30. 
e dNin-tin-ug5-ga, 339:26. 
e-nun-na, see PN sub U r-, 
e Puzur4-is-dDa-gan, 286:2; see year for­
mulas § 39, 40 et 41. 
e Sag-da-na Nibrukl, 10:8. 
e-si-sa-[mah], 57:5. 
e-sfskur-ra, 170:10. 
e dSdra, 129:3. 
e Ta-din-E§4-tar, 271:3. 
eudu, 19:9; 111:3; 366:66. 
e udu-niga, 315:2. 
e ur-ra, 198:6.
6-uz-ga,
1. 84:5; 108:2; 117:2; 147:2; 155:2; 
157:2; 366:23; 373:10; 375:7.











REGISTER AND DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXTS
Text AUAM
No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
1 73.1986 AS 4Ab iii 29 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-saga to Intaea Dr
2 73.1991 Barley From the field... La?
3 73.2146 Donkeys and For 2 plowmen from Lu-kalla La
cattle
4 73.1462 AS 6Bu vii Fat Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to Su-Mama Dr sd-dun ku5-ra
5 73.1479 AS 7Bb xi 14 Gazelles Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-dingirra Dr
6 73.2151 AS 2Bi Accounting Dr mu dub dEn-lfl-l£-ka ki A-
of Donkeys zi-da-ka mu g£l-la-S6 uga-a
ba-a-gi-ar
7 73.1266 Young gazelle Dispatched By Ur-Eanna and $u-Kabta Dr Su im-mi-nu-uS
and lamb
8 73.1121 § 47 Af viii Oxen Transferred From several persons to Enlilla Dr tiga-a-na nu-ub-gdl-la 6n-bi
tar-re-dam
9 73.1415 $S 3Bd X Small Cattle <Transferred> From Intaea to Gudea Dr mu-ug-Sfe
10 73.2071 § 32h xii Garments Accepted By Baba-ibgul Dr mu-tum; Esagdana
11 73.2083 AS 4Ba viii 15 Donkeys Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-dingirra Dr
12 73.2075 Rations Messenger tablet Um
13 73.2085 § 47Af Loan From Lu-$ara for Ur-gipar Um 6-durus gty-g^-dam
14 73.1947 viii Barley For several persons Um mu Ha-ha-Sa
15 73.3157 $S 7Bc i-xii Small cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununa Dr given to the dogs
16 73.1546 § 39Bd Alcali Receipted By Namhani from Ur-Dumuzida s6-dun  16 Ur-KiSki
17 73.1079 IS 2Bg X Small cattle Withdrawn From Udenisig Dr
18 73.0813 $s 2Bg xii Small cattle Received By Duga from several persons Dr bala, ni-dab5
19 73.1403 18 iii-13 iv Cattle Received By Ur-tur Dr bar-ta g£l-la
20 73.2131 ss 4Bi xi 28 Small Cattle Received By Ur-kununa Dr
















Text A U A M
No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
22 73.0471 AS 2Ba 4 Male and fe- In Kimadasalla La
male workers
23 73.2152 $S 5a i Small cattle Received By Ku-Ningal from Nalu Dr si-dun dNin-sfin
24 73.2238 AS 4-5 vii 6 Small cattle For the kitchen Dr ba-uS Su-gfd
25 73.1992 AS 6Bu vii Lamb Accepted By Amur-ilum from Aba-Saga Dr Oath
26 73.2122 $S 3Bk ix Barley Accepted By Zuzunatum from Allu Dr
27 73.1966 IS 2Ba ii Small cattle Withdrawn Via Nanna-maba and Pum-waqar Dr mu aga-[uS a-t]us-a-[6-gal]-
la-S6 ku4-ra-se
28 73.1945 <Barley?> Accepted By Amar-Saga from Lugal-sala iti h-ziz
29 73.1345 § 46Bg vii Small cattle Withdrawn1 [In the place of] Ur-kununa Dr
30 51.0004 AS? 9? iv-xii Small cattle Summary Of the transfers from Duga to Dr
tablet Nur-Sin
31 54.0001 Rations Summary For sukkal and kaS4
tablet
32 73.3089 $S 4Bd ix Cattle Inventory Dr igi-g&l kuruSda 1-a-kam Su-
sum-ma
33 73.2233 Barley rations during several months
34 73.1035 $S 5a xi 17-28 Dead cattle Accepted By $ulgi-uru from Ahu-Wer Dr
35 73.1693 $S 4? vii Cattle Accepted By . . .  from Nawir-ilum Dr mu bala-a-S&
36 73.1825 AS 6Bu? 4 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
37 77.0015 $S 6 ii 29 Rations Messenger tablet Um
38 73.3245 § 48Be xi 1 Workers to load a boat with flour Um
39 73.3248 AS 3 iii 23 Small cattle Withdrawn From Lu-dingirra Dr Su-gfd 6-muhaldim
40 73.3246 AS lBb vii 24 Small cattle Received By NaSa Dr Ahuni dumu lugal
41 73.3247 AS 2Ba xii Sickle Receipted By Lu-Enlilla from Ur-$ara Um gaba-ri
42 73.3249 AS 3Bk Cattle Sale(?) From [Ur]-Enlilla
43 73.2224 § 47Af ix Small cattle Transferred From Nawir-ilum to Aba-Saga Dr
44 73.3251 AS 9Ab V Barley rations For workers carrying barley Um
45 73.3282 $S 8Bm viii 17 Barley rations For small cattle La










No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
47 73.3270 AS 6Bu i 18 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
48 73.3272 AS 2Ba iv 21 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr mu-tum lugal
49 73.3276 § 48Ba vii Cattle Transferred From Kuli and Bilalia to Enlilla Dr Su-gfd
50 73.3273 AS 6Bu iii 19 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
51 73.3274 AS 8Bm iii Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Iti-ISum Dr
52 73.3275 AS 8Bi iv 14 Lambs Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Lu-Saga Dr mu ensi'-Kazalluki-se
53 73.2336 AS 2Ba xii 1 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
54 73.3278 AS 3Bi Oxen Withdrawal From Enlilla Dr
55 73.2226 § 40j i Barley and fat For several persons Dr
56 73.2298 vui 13 Dead birds From Aa-usuSe Dr
57 73.2299 $S 2Be vii Barley Um
58 73.2301 AS 4Ba i-xiii Tablet basket About withdrawals (shepherds) Dr kuSdujo-gau
59 73.2312 Workers Um
60 73.2313 AS 2B1 ix Barley Loan From Lugal-meduga for Lu-duga Ni
61 73.3252 AS 6Bu i 14 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
62 73.3277 Dates Deliveries
63 73.3253 AS 4Ba V 12 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
64 73.3256 AS 4Aa i 27 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
65 73.3254 AS 6Bu ix 30 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
66 73.3257 AS lBb xii 22 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
67 73.3258 AS 6Bu vi 22 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
68 73.3261 AS lBb xi 10 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
69 73.3259 AS lBb vi 11 Small cattle Transferred From NaSa to Lu-dingirra Dr
70 73.3260 AS 8Ba V 2r71 Oxen Transferred From Aba-Saga to Igi-EnlilSe Dr
71 73.3263 AS lBb i 25 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Sulgi-aamu Dr
72 73.3255 AS 3Bi i 5-28 Oxen Withdrawn From Enlilla for the kitchen Dr
73 73.3263 AS 7Bb V 6 Lamb Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
74 73.3264 AS 4Ba X 21 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
75 73.3266 AS 6Bu viii 12 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to En-dingirmu Dr

















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
77 73.3269 AS 3Bg3 X 29 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
78 73.3265 AS 7Bb xi 2 Lamb Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
79 73.3268 AS 4Ba iv 4 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
80 73.2183 Cattle From Ur-Sulpae Dr
81 73.2195 § 44Bh V Draft animals Transferred From NaSa to Azida Dr
82 73.2180 $S lBb iii 30 Oxen Withdrawn From Ur-Sugalamma via Nanna Dr
-palil
83 73.2188 Flour Accepted By Sada
84 73.2196 AS 4Ba X 11 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
85 73.2190 AS 6Bu iv 18 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Turam-Dagan Dr
86 73.2276 AS lBb V 3 Small cattle Accepted By Lu-dingirra from Ur-nigingar Dr
87 73.2193 AS 2Ba X Small cattle Transferred From Naram-ili to Lu-NinSubur Dr mu-tum lugal
88 73.2278 $S 2Bk ii 15 Cattle Withdrawn From Ur-Sugalamma Dr
89 73.2191 AS 7Bc i Dead cattle Accepted By Puzur-Enlil Dr sd-dun An-nu-ni-tum
90 73.2277 AS 4Ba viii 2 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Sulgi-aamu Dr
91 73.2271 § 43Ba V 16 Lambs Withdrawal Dr
92 73.2287 Basket tag
93 73.2290 Ss 6 Metal Lost Dr 4-gam kh-babbar
container
94 73.2213 AS 9Ba xii Lamb Transferred From Intaea to Ur-Meme Dr
95 73.2279 Bier
96 73.2197 ix 28-x 3 Small dead From Balni Dr
cattle
97 73.2240 Ss 9 X Offerings Withdrawal For several deities Dr bala
98 73.2173 S 44Bj i 2-kam Silver Withdrawn By Puzur-ili from Puzur-Irra Dr
99 73.2171 AS 3Bf» xi2 25 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
100 73.2174 Barley Yield of two fields La
101 73.2172 AS 6Bu5 viii Sheep Received By Urmes Dr siskur 6-amar-ra
102 73.2176 Woods










No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City Remarks
104 73.2175 10 Barley Loan From Addamu
105 73.2186 $S 6Ba Oxen Withdrawn From Lu-melan
106 73.1566 § 41d iv [ 1 Accepted By Zilaia from Puzur-ili Dr
107 73.2153 Small cattle Accepted By several persons from Sukupum Dr Sal-mah muhaldim
and Salmah
108 73.2156 AS 9Ba ii 25 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga via Lugal-inimgina
and Nur-Sin
109 73.2158 Date pits
110 73.2164 Oxen account Double entry Dr
111 73.2157 $S 5a6 i-xii2 Wool Accepted By Nalu via Su-EStar Dr
112 73.2167 Barley rations Accepted By several persons
for donkeys
113 73.2169 Barley For/from several persons
114 73.2170 AS 6Bu xii Flour Accepted By $u-Mama from Su-NinSubur Dr kaS-d6-a nin
115 73.2110 Bread For Ur-Engaldudu
116 73.2107 AS 6Bu vi [Precious Accepted By Lu-dingirra Dr
objects]
117 73.2106 AS 8Ba ii 4 Small cattle Withdrawn From Lugal-amarku Dr
118 73.2102 iii 19 Sattukku Accepted By Ninkalla from Nin-Lamma Ni
119 73.2109 19-30 Small cattle Delivery For the kitchen Dr
120 73.2115 Barley Accepted By Imtidam from Lu-$ara Um
121 73.2118 AS 8Bm X Barley Loan From Lu-duga to Lu-Inanna and Dr? 5 mi'-ur4 sum-mu-de
Ur-GeStinana
122 73.2103 11 Small cattle Deliveries For the kitchen Dr
123 73.2086 AS 4Ba X 12 Lamb Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
124 73.2090 X Flour For two persons on the account of Um
Lu-$ara
125 73.2088 AS 6Bu xii 16 Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
126 73.2095 AS 4Ba ix2 7 30 Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr

















No. No. Reign Year Month Day Subject Transaction Principals City
128 73.2093 AS 4Ba vi Oxen Accepted By Ur-NanSe via Ur-Igalim Um
129 73.2091 $S 2Aa Small cattle Withdrawal Um
130 73.2096 § 43Ba iii 19 Cattle Transferred From NaSa to Enlilla Dr
131 733181 AS 8Bm viii Barley Loan From Amur-kalla to Aakalla Ur?
132 73.1781 AS 4Aa i iro+xi Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Ur-5ugalamma Dr
133 73.0757 AS 3Bm ix Wooden Withdrawn From Diku-MiSar (messenger gift) Dr
object
134 73.1649 AS 3 X U Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
135 73.1785 $S lBb xii Small cattle Transferred From Gudea to Ur-Bau Dr
136 73.3151 10 Money and Loaned By Lu-Sara to Ur-[ ]
a bed
137 73.0707 $S 2Bk vi Cattle Double entry Received by Ur-Mes Dr
138 73.3158 AS 2Bi xii Debts Paid After harvest Ni
139 73.1975 Ss 3Ai8 Sheep Withdrawn From Nalu Dr
140 73.0605 § 42 xii Cattle Withdrawal From NanSe-kam Dr
141 73.2053 AS 9Bg vi 26 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
142 73.2055 § 41Ba(42) xi Flour Accepted By Dada from Lu-melam Dr
143 73.2058 Beer, flour, For SuhuS-kin and Ili-mahri
oil, goat
144 73.2060 Spices Received By Sara-bazige
145 73.2063 § 46Bd iv 9 Cattle Withdrawal For the storehouse Dr
146 73.2064 § 33Ba9 be Barley and Accepted By Lu-Abu from Ur-Igalim La
wheat
147 73.2066 AS 4Ba xii 26 Young gazelle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
148 73.2068 AS 6Bu vi 24 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Uta-miSaram Dr
149 73.2067 AS 8Ba ii 7 Young gazelle Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Lu-dingirra Dr
150 73.2070 AS 4Ba be Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-dingirra Dr
151 73.2040 § 47F viii Wool and Via Idua Dr
garments
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153 73.2041 § 44Bb vii Cattle Delivery From NaSa Dr dub ba-an-bal
154 73.0467 $S 3Bb X 1 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu via Kallamu Dr
155 73.2043 AS 8Bm xi 18 Young bear Withdrawn From Aba-Saga via Daati Dr
156 73.2050 AS 8Bm ix 18 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Zubaga Dr
157 73.2048 AS 3Bi vii 12 Young gazelle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga via Ur-Dumuzida Dr
158 73.2051 AS 46Bd V Small cattle Received By NaSa via Guzulum Dr udu mu-u-S6 dabs-ba
159 73.2052 AS 4Ba vi 1 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
160 73.2054 § 47f vi Goat Transferred From Sidu to Lu-NinSubur Dr m&S gal Su-gid gan
161 73.2032 § 45 Small cattle Transferred From NaSa to Ur-kununa Dr sila-ta gur-ra
162 73.0453 AS 4Bn xii Basket Withdrawn From Puzur-Irra Dr a-ru-a lugal
163 73.2033 § 39Bd xii Oil Accepted By Apilia from Lu-$ara Um
164 73.0443 $S 2Bm10 vii Contract Ni
165 73.2037 AS 4Ba X 19 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
166 73.2038 AS 4Af i lfO+xl Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
167 73.2039 ix [ ] From Lisin Dr nam-ra-ak
168 73.2018 Bitumen For the marsa Um
169 73.2021 AS 8Bm xi 1 Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to Uta-miSaram Dr
170 73.2022 $S 9Bg iii 25 Sheep Withdrawal via Nur-Estar for cultic purposes Dr
171 73.2023 AS 4Ba ix 1 She-goats Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-dingirra Dr
172 73.2027 AS 4Af i 3 Lambs Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
173 73.2024 § 4 0 g 11 V Silver, etc. Withdrawn By several persons from Lu-§ara Um
174 73.2028 Woods
175 73.2010 § 48Bd i 5 Sheep Withdrawn From NaSa for cultic purposes Dr
176 73.2011 viii-x 28 Sheep Transferred From Nalu to Ea-ili for satukku Dr
177 73.2012 25 Cattle From Aba-Saga Dr
178 73.2013 AS 2Ba vi Wooden Withdrawn From Diku-misar for offerings Dr a-ru-a lugal
objects
179 73.2014 AS lBb vm 3 Cattle Withdrawn From NaSa via Nur-ili for offerings Dr
180 73.2016 AS 6Bu vi Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nanna-manba Dr Su-13-a
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182 73.2017 AS 2Ba xii 4 Young bear Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-dingirra Dr
183 73.2001 AS 4Ba viii 3 Cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Intaea Dr
184 73.2002 AS 5Ba ii 2 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Sellug-Dagan Dr
185 73.2003 AS 5Ba X Offerings For the ki-lugal Dr ezem-mah
186 73.2004 $S 2Bm12 xi Small cattle Transferred From Nalu to Duga Dr
187 73.2005 AS 4Ba X 19 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to $ulgi-[aa]mu Dr
188 73.2006 § 46Bg iv Small cattle Withdrawal Dr
189 73.2007 AS 6Bu X 17 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Dah-gatal Dr
190 73.2008 AS 8Bm vii Cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Lu-gaga Dr bala banzi
191 73.1957 AS 2Ba viii Donkey Transferred From Lu-dingirra to Ur-Baba Dr
192 73.1990 AS 3Bi iii 19 Small cattle Accepted By Ur-nigingar from Nalu r Dr
193 73.1993 $S 9 xi 17 Small cattle Withdrawn From Balni via Puzur-en[ ] Dr
194 73.1994 § 47Af viii 29 Donkey Transferred From $u-Idim to Ilum-bani Dr
195 73.1995 $S 4 V Hides Ur-Nange Dr
196 73.1996 § 47Af vii 1 Small cattle Accepted By Ur-nigingar from Nalu Dr
197 73.1998 AS 9Ba m 20 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Uta-migaram Dr
198 73.1997 § 41a vii Barley For seed from the e-hr-ra
199 73.2000 AS 6Bu xi 17 Lambs Transferred From Aba-gaga to Intaea Dr
200 73.1999 AS 9Bc X $a-tag Accepted By Lugal-kuzu from Amur-ilum Dr
201 73.2624 Silver Accepted By Lu-ibgal from Lu-$ara
202 73.1977 $S 2Aa ix Barley loan Accepted By Abba from Hahaga Um
203 73.1980 $S 9 V Small cattle Receipted From Abba-kalla from Ur-Lisi Um
204 73.1978 AS lBb vii Garments For several persons via Ur-egbarra Um
205 73.1981 AS 4Ba xii 28 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Beli-azu Dr gu-li-a
206 73.1982 IS 2Bg ix Barley rations Um ge-ba zag-mu
207 73.1983 Tablet basket kigib dab-ba
208 73.1984 AS 6Bu vi 16 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Intaea Dr
209 73.1987 AS 6Bu xi 19 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-gaga to Intaea Dr
210 73.1985 AS 9Bg ix 3 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu via Sarrum-ili Dr
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212 73.1950 AS 6Bu iii 29 Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to 3u-Mama Dr
213 73.1955 $S 2Be vii Barley For various destinations Um
214 73.2077 § 47f xi Cattle Received By NaSa Dr
215 73.1951 AS 4Ba X 16 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
216 73.1952 AS 2Ba xi 15 Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga for the kitchen Dr
217 73.1956 AS 6Bu V 8 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu for the aga-uS Dr
218 73.1953 AS 9Ba X 10 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu Dr
219 73.1942 AS 8Bm xii Silver loan Accepted By Ur-§umah from Ur-abul
220 73.1954 AS 8Ba i 10 Ox Transferred From Aba-Saga to Uta-miSaram Dr
221 73.1959 AS 8B13 iii 20 Gazelle Accepted By Sulgi-urumu for the storehouse Dr
222 73.2194 AS 3Ai viii Small cattle Transferred From the shepherds to Ur-kununa Dr
via Namhani
223 73.1960 AS 8Bv13 iv 6 Sheep Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Nalu Dr
224 73.1962 AS 8Bm iv 27 Sheep Withdrawn From Lugal-amarku Dr
225 73.0379 Rations
226 73.1964 AS 6Bu vii 25 Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
227 73.1971 AS 7Bb xi Ox Transferred From Aba-Saga to Ur-3ulpae Dr
228 73.1968 $S 8Bn vi Barley loan For Bazigi from Lugal-meduga Ni
229 73.1974 AS 8Bm ix 19 Fat ox Transferred From Aba-Saga to Urtur Dr
230 73.2203 $S 2Aa i Workers Dr
231 73.0420 1 Sheep 3ulgi-aamu Dr
232 73.0430 Sheep Transferred From NaSa to . . . Dr
233 73.0497 Herbs Given To Sara-bazige
234 73.1938 AS 5Ba xi 28 Small cattle Withdrawn From Intaea for the kitchen Dr
235 73.1940 § 43Ba iii Small cattle Transferred From NaSa to Ur-kununa Dr ki sipa KA-sahar^
236 73.0395 $S 4Bi ii Sheep Transferred From Beli-ili to Duga Dr
237 73.0394 3s 2Bk xii 8 Small cattle Accepted By Sulgi-urumu from Ahu-Wer Dr
238 73.2123 AS 8Ba ii 9 Small cattle Withdrawn From Lugal-amarku Dr
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240 73.2125 AS IB vii Silver for Withdrawn From Puzur-Irra Dr gu-za dubbin saLj-la ha-lu-tib
chairs
241 73.1941 AS 6Bu V 13 Small cattle Accepted From Aba-Saga Dr
242 73.2129 Barley Of several persons
<arrears?>
243 73.2143 AS 4Bm vi 17 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
244 73.2136 $S 4Bh X 29 Cattle Withdrawn From Dudu via Duga Dr
245 73.2144 AS 3B i 2 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga for the kitchen Dr
246 73.0621 AS 7Ba xi Barley loan From Lu-duga for Arad-Nanna Um
247 73.0708 $S 2Aa ix Barley loan From Lu-duga for NabaSa Um
248 73.0608 § 47Af V Cattle Accepted By NaSa via Ur-Saga Dr
249 73.0747 IS 2 V Barley Accepted By Geme-nigingar from the Sabra
250 73.1948 $s 8Bm X
251 73.1922 Small cattle Delivery Dr
252 73.0550 $s 2Aa vii Small cattle For cultic purposes Dr Ur and Umma
253 73.0537 AS 7Bb viii 13 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to En-dingirmu Dr
254 73.0592 $S 2Bm14 Small cattle Transferred From Kurbilak to Duga Dr bala ensi ESnuna
255 73.0488 AS 8Ba iv 13 Cattle Transferred From Lugal-amarku to Su-Mama Dr
256 73.0516 § 47Af viii 27 Small cattle Withdrawal From Ur-kununa for the kitchen Dr
257 73.0525 AS 6Bu viii 16 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to $u-Mama Dr
258 73.0498 $S 2Aa iv Barley For several persons Um
259 73.0504 Silver loan From Lu-Sara for Lugal-tida Um kh-babar gub-bi-eS 1-na-gub
260 73.1963 $S 4 vii Ox From Nawir-il Dr
261 73.0539 AS lBb ii 11 Small cattle Withdrawn From NaSa for the kitchen Dr
262 73.0534 AS 4Aa i 25 Sheep Transferred From Aba-Saga to Ahu-Wer Dr
263 73.0536 AS 5Bb viii 19-22 Oxen Transferred From Aba-Saga to Lu-Baba Dr
264 73.0597 AS 2Bb15 xi 29 Oxen Accepted By Enlilla Dr mu-ttim lugal
265 73.0532 AS 2Ba ix 8 Small cattle Transferred From Naram-ili to Zabar-dab Dr uru-sag-rig7*a
266 73.0588 AS 4Ba16 ii Beer For cultic purposes Um
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268 73.0421 $S 2Bd17 viii Wood Accepted By DuSumum from Ur-siana Dr
269 73.0462 AS 8Bm vii 20 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
270 73.3182 AS lBb vi Oxen Transferred From Naram-ili to Namzitara Dr mu-ttim lugal
271 73.3183 § 48Ba xi Rags Weighed By Arad Dr
272 73.3185 § 43Aa viii Reed Accepted By [ ] from Lugal-nisage La d-6rin
273 73.3184 AS 4Ba viii Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Gudea the ensi Dr mu-ttim lugal
of Gudua
274 73.3187 Barley For several persons
275 73.3189 AS lBb viii Cattle Received By Enlilla from Kallamu and Ur- Dr
ningubalag
276 73.3188 iv Alcali and
r \ t \
Accepted By Ur-dubla from Lu-$ara Um
277 73.3165 AS 8Bm ix
O il
Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Dadani Dr
278 73.3016 AS 9Bg ii 25 Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga via Lugal-inimgina
279 73.3153 AS 6Bu iv Metal object Withdrawn From [ ] (a-ru-a lugal) Dr U4 Isink*
280 73.3163 AS 6 xii Silver Received By Lu-dingirra Dr Nippur
281 73.3162 § 48Bk viii Cattle Received By Naram-ili from the ensi of Dr
ISim-§ulgi
282 73.3154 AS 7Bb vi Small cattle Account Of Kuelak via Beli-bani Dr
283 73.2266 AS 4B v [ ] Accepted By SeS-kalla Dr
284 73.3190 AS 3Bi vii-ii Cattle (spoil) Transferred From Intaea to Ur-kununa Dr
285 73.0593 AS 2Ba viii Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
286 73.0485 AS 9Bg X 22 Small cattle Withdrawn From Sulgi-aamu Dr
287 73.3076 § 36Bj Silver For several purposes Um maS a-Sti
288 73.2636 § 47 Af viii 1 Small cattle Withdrawal For the kitchen Dr
289 73.2697 Silver For buying Tin Dr
290 73.2814 Beer Withdrawal
291 73.2816 AS lBb V Cattle Received By Ea-ili from NaSa Dr mu-ttim lugal
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293 73.2681 Sheep Delivery Of Lu-duga
294 73.3032 § 38a ix Cattle Accepted By Zugali from Naram-ili Dr Segbar
295 73.2682 AS 7Br vi Silver Received By Lu-dingirra via Sulgi-mati Dr
296 73.2898 AS 2Ba V Small cattle Received By Beli-azu Dr 3u-l£-a
297 73.3010 AS 8Bm viii Small cattle Received By Ur-Nin5ubur from Aba-saga Dr mu-tum lugal
298 73.0423 $S 3Aa iii Wool For the wife of Lu-sig Um
299 73.2168 iv-vii Cattle From the shepherds Dr
300 51.0001 AS 6Bu Beer and sh-duu From Ur-ee for the lu-S t̂ukul
other items
301 73.2247 AS 2Bc ii Precious Accepted By Nur-ili from Lugal-kuzu Dr iti S&h-ku-ku
objects
302 73.3099 Ss 2Aa ix Hides Withdrawn From the Sabra Um
303 73.1457 AS 2Bi xi Small cattle Delivery Of the shepherds Dr
304 73.2231 Bread For two messengers
305 73.2161 1-30 Small cattle Received By Kaamu Dr
306 73.1677 3-29 Small cattle Dr 65-63 114-sakar
307 73.3164 Ss 7Bb iii Payment for transport by boat Dr
308 73.2116 IS 2Bg vii 7 Cattle Transferred From Puzur-Enlil to Sulgi-ili Dr
309 73.2679 Garments Withdrawal
310 73.1944 Barley
311 73.2199 Soil Moved By several persons Um
312 73.2227 Reed Accepted By Ur-Ningiszida from Ur-Igalim Dr
313 73.3283 vi 27 Small cattle Inventorized Dr ki-bi gi4-a
314 73.1143 AS 8Bm ix 29-x 3 Small cattle Inventorized Dr ki-bi gLj-a
315 73.1080 AS 2-3 Small cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununa Dr
316 73.2049 S 45Ba [Small cattle] Transferred From NaSa to Lama-palil Dr
317 73.1390 xi Small cattle From Zazi Dr
318 73.3159 AS 5 xii 22 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu Dr
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320 73.3017 $S 3Bd vii 26-28 Small cattle From Intaea to Duga Dr
321 73.1613 [ ] 24 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
322 73.2101 § 41b X Flour and Withdrawal Dr
beer
323 73.2104 $S 7 Small cattle Dr
324 73.1251 $S 6Bg i Dead cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununa Dr
325 73.2081 s 48Bk viii Small cattle Received By NaSa Dr
326 73.1377 AS 2B xii [Precious Accepted By Puzur-Irra Dr
objects]
By Sara-bidu from 5e£-kalla327 73.1562 § 33Ad viii Reed Accepted Um
containers
328 73.2230 Flour, beer, Delivered To Sara-Bazige Um
barley
329 73.1262 i-iv Rations For several persons
330 73.0689 AS 5Bd ix Barley Accepted By Ur-mes from Nisaba-andul Dr
331 73.0456 AS 9Ab xi [ 1 Withdrawal From Kurra-andul Dr
332 73.0601 SS 2Aa ix Small cattle Delivery Um
333 73.0575 Wages of
workers
334 73.0931 IS 2Aa i Dates Accepted By Ur-Ninurra from the edubba
335 73.1046 AS 8Bm v to AS 9Ba i Cattle Receipted By several persons Dr
336 73.0717 Silver Dr
337 73.0682 <AS> ii Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to NanSe-kam Dr
338 73.0839 AS lBb V 7-9 Small cattle Transferred From NaSa to Ahuni Dr
339 73.1420 Food For gods and officials Dr
340 73.0591 Cattle Withdrawal For 6S-6S Dr
341 73.3035 Small cattle Received By Ur-kununa Dr
342 73.1049 AS 2B iii-x Cattle Withdrawn From Ur-kununa Dr
343 73.0784 Workers Double entry Um
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345 73.0978 AS 7Bb V 15 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Ur-kununa Dr
346 73.0951 AS 4Ba viii Small cattle Accepted By En-dingirmu Dr
347 73.0439 § 44Bg ix Small cattle Delivery For Sara Um
348 73.0606 § 41a iv-xii2 Cattle Transferred From the nakabtum to Enlilla Dr
349 73.1107 Barley and
bread
350 73.0782 AS 4Ba ix2 25 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
351 73.0766 Ss 2Be viii Barley and Via Aningata Um
bran
352 73.1472 Ss lBb Barley for Receipted By Ur-Nisaba from Ibbi-Adad Um
workers
353 73.2232 1-29 Cattle Bala Dr
deliveries
354 73.0972 § 40a viii Barley For donkeys La
355 73.1090 § 44Ba18 iv-xii Cattle Double entry Dr
356 73.2100 Silver Several persons
357 73.0709 Ss 2Aa ii 8 Nur-Adad Came From Akasal Um
358 73.1085 vii 8 Small cattle Withdrawn From Nalu Dr mu-du-lum
359 73.0418 ix Small cattle Dr
360 73.0554 AS 2Ba viii 22 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr 6-muhaldim
361 73.0715 AS 4Aa iii 8 Small cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
362 73.0781 AS 4Aa iii 2 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Intaea Dr
363 73.3052 Small cattle Double entry Dr [ki-bi] rgV-a
364 73.0568 Spoil from Susa, HarSi and KimaS Dr
365 73.2263 AS 2Bb vii 30 Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr e-muhaldim
366 73.1098 AS 8Bm xi 6 Small cattle Inventorized Dr ki-bi gi4-a
367 73.2078 § 42Bb i Precious Withdrawn From Lu-dingirra Dr
objects
368 73.2084 § 48Bd xii 28 Small cattle Withdrawn From NaSa Dr
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370 73.0609 AS 8Bm ix Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Aradmu Dr mu-ttim-lugal
371 73.0610 AS 8Bm xii 29 Small cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Nalu Dr
372 73.0613 $S 5Bi V Small cattle Transferred From Dudu to Ku-Ningal Dr
373 73.0658 AS 2 viii 5 Cattle Withdrawn From Aba-Saga Dr
374 73.1200 AS 4? viii 2-[] Small cattle Received By Ur-kununa from NaSa Dr
375 73.3280 AS 7 vii 30 Small cattle Received By Aba-Saga from the ensi and Dr
Sabra
376 73.1111 § 46 iv Small cattle Double entry, To Ur-kununna and Nalu Dr
Transferred
377 73.3075 § 31Ba V Ration From Iti-Erra
378 73.0424 AS 8 Small cattle Withdrawn From Igi-EnlilSe Dr U4 ‘716-ru-gu kaS ba-ni-d6-a
379 73.2166 Summary tablet of deliveries Dr
380 73.1092 List of persons
381 73.1062 V 6-9 Small cattle Inventorized Dr ki-bi [gi4-a]
382 73.1081 $? i Cattle Withdrawn From NaSa Dr d-g^-fl-la
383 73.2139 Cattle Dr bala Sabra
384 73.0517 § 47Ac19 V Metal object Accepted By Diku-Misar Dr
385 73.3080 AS 9Bc vii [Precious Accepted Dr
object]
386 73.0016 $S 9Ba vii Small cattle Delivery Dr
387 73.1127 AS 9Ba ii Barley loan For SeSkalla from Lugal-hegal Um = AUCT 3 509
388 73.0888 Metal object Given To [ ] Dr
389 73.0726 $S 7Bb ix [Cattle] Withdrawn Via Nur-Sin Dr
390 73.0716 Oil
391 73.2252 Production of fat, milk and wool Um
392 73.0566 AS 3Aa iii Wool Accepted By Tiemahta from Ur-Sakidu Um
393 73.2274 AS 9Ba vii Barley and For workers. Overseer Enum-Adad
wool rations
394 73.0564 AS 8Ba vi Small cattle Attributed To shepherds; overseer Puzur-Gaga Dr
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396 73.2082 § 44Aa ii 19 La
397 73.0752 IS IBa Barley Accepted By Awila
398 73.1620 AS 9Bh m 2 Cattle Transferred From Aba-Saga to Igi-EnlilSe Dr
399 73.1109 § 44Ba20 iii 24 Cattle Withdrawn From Enlilla Dr
400 73.2127 Contract
401 73.2251 Small cattle Double entry Dr
402 73.3079 Small cattle Double entry Dr
403 73.3186 Cattle From Lugal-melam Dr
404 73.2208 AS lBb iii 1-28 Cattle Withdrawn From Enlilla Dr
405 73.1455 Cattle Dr
406 73.1041 Small cattle Double entry Dr
407 73.1847 § 47F vii 20 Cattle Withdrawn From Enlilla Dr
408 73.1439 § 41q Wood
409 73.0612 § 42 V Small cattle Transferred From NaSa to Iti-Sin via Atu Dr Seal illegible
410 73.1619
411 73.1650 AS 6 V 13 Foal Transferred From Aba-Saga to [ ]-rani Dr
412 73.2332 § 39Bh21 Silver From Urzu
413 73.1250 § 44Bj iv [Precious Dr
objects]
414 73.1301 AS 6 ix 1 She goat Transferred From Aba-Saga to En-dingirmu Dr









NOTES TO THE REGISTER 
AND DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXTS
xmu ma-dara4 ab-zu ba-ab-du8 
2mu en dInaima ba-hun 
3sa-hul 
4dgu-za





10zu du8 ab ba-ab 
11Puzur4-Dagan
12ba-ab-dug











CONCORDANCE OF ACCESSION NUMBERS
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
51.0001 300 73.0569 267
51.0004 30 73.0575 333
54.0001 31 73.0588 266
73.0016 386 73.0591 340
73.0379 225 73.0592 254
73.0394 237 73.0593 285
73.0395 236 73.0597 264
73.0418 359 73.0601 332
73.0420 231 73.0605 140
73.0421 268 73.0606 348
73.0423 298 73.0608 248
73.0424 378 73.0609 370
73.0430 232 73.0610 371
73.0439 347 73.0612 409
73.0443 164 73.0613 372
73.0453 162 73.0621 246
73.0456 331 73.0645 395
73.0462 269 73.0658 373
73.0467 154 73.0682 337
73.0471 22 73.0689 330
73.0485 286 73.0707 137
73.0488 255 73.0708 247
73.0497 233 73.0709 357
73.0498 258 73.0715 361
73.0504 259 73.0716 390
73.0516 256 73.0717 336
73.0517 384 73.0726 389
73.0525 257 73.0747 249
73.0532 265 73.0752 397
73.0534 262 73.0757 133
73.0536 263 73.0766 351
73.0537 253 73.0781 362
73.0539 261 73.0782 350
73.0550 252 73.0784 343
73.0554 360 73.0813 18
73.0564 394 73.0839 338
73.0566 392 73.0888 388
73.0568 364 73.0931 334
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.0951 346 73.1472 352
73.0972 354 73.1479 5
73.0978 345 73.1546 16
73.1035 34 73.1562 327
73.1041 406 73.1566 106
73.1046 335 73.1613 321
73.1049 342 73.1619 410
73.1062 381 73.1620 398
73.1079 17 73.1649 134
73.1080 315 73.1650 411
73.1081 382 73.1677 306
73.1085 358 73.1693 35
73.1088 344 73.1781 132
73.1090 355 73.1785 135
73.1092 380 73.1825 36
73.1098 366 73.1847 407
73.1107 349 73.1922 251
73.1109 399 73.1936 239
73.1111 376 73.1938 234
73.1121 8 73.1940 235
73.1127 387 73.1941 241
73.1143 314 73.1942 219
73.1200 374 73.1944 310
73.1250 413 73.1945 28
73.1251 324 73.1947 14
73.1262 329 73.1948 250
73.1266 7 73.1950 212
73.1301 414 73.1951 215
73.1345 29 73.1952 216
73.1377 326 73.1953 218
73.1390 317 73.1954 220
73.1403 19 73.1955 213
73.1415 9 73.1956 217
73.1420 339 73.1957 191
73.1439 408 73.1959 221
73.1455 405 73.1960 223
73.1457 303 73.1962 224
73.1462 4 73.1963 260
42
CONCORDANCE OF ACCESSION NUMBERS 43
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.1964 226 73.2018 168
73.1966 27 73.2021 169
73.1968 228 73.2022 170
73.1971 227 73.2023 171
73.1974 229 73.2024 173
73.1975 139 73.2027 172
73.1977 202 73.2028 174
73.1978 204 73.2032 161
73.1980 203 73.2033 163
73.1981 205 73.2037 165
73.1982 206 73.2038 166
73.1983 207 73.2039 167
73.1984 208 73.2040 151
73.1985 210 73.2041 153
73.1986 1 73.2043 155
73.1987 209 73.2045 152
73.1988 211 73.2048 157
73.1990 192 73.2049 316
73.1991 2 73.2050 156
73.1992 25 73.2051 158
73.1993 193 73.2052 159
73.1994 194 73.2053 141
73.1995 195 73.2054 160
73.1996 196 73.2055 142
73.1997 198 73.2058 143
73.1998 197 73.2060 144
73.1999 200 73.2063 145
73.2000 199 73.2064 146
73.2001 183 73.2066 147
73.2002 184 73.2067 149
73.2003 185 73.2068 148
73.2004 186 73.2070 150
73.2005 187 73.2071 10
73.2006 188 73.2075 12
73.2007 189 73.2077 214
73.2008 190 73.2078 367
73.2010 175 73.2079 369
73.2011 176 73.2081 325
73.2012 177 73.2082 396
73.2013 178 73.2083 11
73.2014 179 73.2084 368
73.2015 181 73.2085 13
73.2016 180 73.2086 123
73.2017 182 73.2088 125
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.2090 124 73.2173 98
73.2091 129 73.2174 100
73.2092 127 73.2175 104
73.2093 128 73.2176 102
73.2095 126 73.2177 103
73.2096 130 73.2180 82
73.2100 356 73.2183 80
73.2101 322 73.2186 105
73.2102 118 73.2188 83
73.2103 122 73.2190 85
73.2104 323 73.2191 89
73.2106 117 73.2193 87
73.2107 116 73.2194 222
73.2109 119 73.2195 81
73.2110 115 73.2196 84
73.2115 120 73.2197 96
73.2116 308 73.2199 311
73.2118 121 73.2203 230
73.2122 26 73.2208 404
73.2123 238 73.2213 94
73.2125 240 73.2224 43
73.2127 400 73.2225 46
73.2129 242 73.2226 55
73.2131 20 73.2227 312
73.2136 244 73.2230 328
73.2139 383 73.2231 304
73.2143 243 73.2232 353
73.2144 245 73.2233 33
73.2146 3 73.2238 24
73.2151 6 73.2240 97
73.2152 23 73.2247 301
73.2153 107 73.2251 401
73.2156 108 73.2252 391
73.2157 111 73.2263 365
73.2158 109 73.2266 283
73.2161 305 73.2271 91
73.2164 110 73.2274 393
73.2166 379 73.2276 86
73.2167 112 73.2277 90
73.2168 299 73.2278 88
73.2169 113 73.2279 95
73.2170 114 73.2287 92
73.2171 99 73.2290 93
73.2172 101 73.2298 56
44 CATALOGUE
AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT AUAM TEXT
73.2299 57 73.3075 377 73.3185 272 73.3261 68
73.2301 58 73.3076 287 73.3186 403 73.3263 71
73.2312 59 73.3079 402 73.3187 274 73.3263 73
73.2313 60 73.3080 385 73.3188 276 73.3264 74
73.2332 412 73.3089 32 73.3189 275 73.3265 78
73.2336 53 73.3099 302 73.3190 284 73.3266 75
73.2608 21 73.3100 319 73.3215 415 73.3267 76
73.2624 201 73.3151 136 73.3245 38 73.3268 79
73.2636 288 73.3152 292 73.3246 40 73.3269 77
73.2679 309 73.3153 279 73.3247 41 73.3270 47
73.2681 293 73.3154 282 73.3248 39 73.3272 48
73.2682 295 73.3157 15 73.3249 42 73.3273 50
73.2697 289 73.3158 138 73.3251 44 73.3274 51
73.2814 290 73.3159 318 73.3252 61 73.3275 52
73.2816 291 73.3162 281 73.3253 63 73.3276 49
73.2898 296 73.3163 280 73.3254 65 73.3277 62
73.3010 297 73.3164 307 73.3255 72 73.3278 54
73.3016 278 73.3165 277 73.3256 64 73.3280 375
73.3017 320 73.3181 131 73.3257 66 73.3282 45
73.3032 294 73.3182 270 73.3258 67 73.3283 313
73.3035 341 73.3183 271 73.3259 69 77.0015 37




d: idu, 230:2; 307:6; 333:10.
1. a erin, 272:2.
2. a lu hun-ga, 44:2; 352:2.




3. db-amar-ga gun-a, 353:4.
4. db-amar-ga, Bi, 335:2.
5. db ga ku-a, 130:4.
6. db gun-a, 273:1; 353:35.
7. db mdh, 3:11; 42:1; 159:1; 248:1.
8. db mah gun-a, 353:1, 35.
9. db mu-1, 63:1.
10. db mu-1 gun-a, 353:3, 37.
11. db mu-2, 54:6; 97:25, 58; 248:2; 
273:3; 383:4.
12. db mu-2 gun-a, 353:10.
13. db mu-2 niga, 383:2.
14. db mu-3 gun-a, 353:2, 9, 36.
15. db peg, 140:2.
16. db u, 32\passim. 
abul,
1. dSul-gi-abul, 97:11.
2. Ur-abul, 219:3. 
abzu: apsu,
1. abzu gir-si, 339:84.
2. abzu dNin-tin-ug5-ga, 339:81. 
dd: pagru, 195:2.
ad-KiD: atkuppu, 22:14, 18; 357:3; 400:4. 
dg: madadu, 127:8.
aga-uS: redu, 27:4; 39:5; 55:7; 122:13; 
145:10; 217:5; 318:14. 
aga-u3 lu Der^, 285:3. 
a-gam ku-babbar, 93:1. 
a-gar (perhaps a-gar-gar: piqannu): 
piqannu,
a-gar ku-a, 319:1 (for tanning hides). 
[d]-gi6-fl-[la], 382:3. 
d-ki-ti, 239:4.
d-ki-ti Se-gur10-ku5, 175:12. 
al: allu,
1. al ak-a, 352:3.
2. al tar, 59:7.
a-lum, alum, see sub sila4, u8, udu. 
amar: (w)atmu,




4. amar-maSda, 7:1; 125:1, 2; 147:1; 
152:4; 157;1; 373:7.
5. amar-masda munus, 149:2.
6. amar-maSda nita, 108:1; 117:1; 
149:1; 221:2; 238:3.
7. amar-Seg7-bar munus, 294:2, 3.
8. amar-ur-gi7-ra, 403:2, 9. 
an-na, annaku, 289:13. 
anSe: imeru, 300:8; 354:11.
1. anSe kunga, 112:2.
2. an£e kunga munus, 281:2.
3. anSe kunga nita, 281:1.
4. an$e Gfr-suki, 354:9.
5. anse mdh, 3:1, 5, 8.
6. an§e mu-3, 3:2.
7. an£e [ ] §ul-gi-[ra]-si-ma munus, 
191:1.
8. an§e zi-zi munus, 11:1.
9. anSe zi-zi nita, 11:1; 291:2.
10. anSe zi-zi nita babbar, 291:1.
a-rd: adi, 6:2, 4; 8:2....
a-ru-a lugal, 162:3; 178:4; 279:3; 292:2.
ar-za-na: arsanu, 339:87.
a-sa: eqlu, see sub TP’s;
1. ma3 a-^a-ga, 287:2.
2. lu a-§d, 105:2. 
a-tu5-a: rimku,
1. a-tu5-a lugal, 170:2.
2. aga-u3 a-tu5-a-ka [e-gal]-§e, 27:4.
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az: asu, see sH&.amar-az. 
az giS-du, 244:10.




5 3e ba-an, 120:1.
ba-ba munu4: pappasu, 144:3; 233:3. 
bal, i-bal, 2:8. 
bal: palii,
1. bal ensi A§-nunki, 254:2.
2. bal Arad-mu ensi Gir-suki, 190:9; 
263:7; 353:31.
3. bal d§&radcam ensi Gir-suki, 263:7; 
353:31.
4. bal ensi Gir-su^, 18:2.
5. zi-ga bala^a, 401:16.
6. bala-a zi-ga, 270:3.
7. S& bala, 16:6; 327:6.
8. mu bala-a-Se, 35:3; 260:2; 297:4.
9. bala Sabra, 383:20.
10. 97:67.
bal, dub— ba-ari-bal, 153:8. 
bar, see 3u . . .  bar. 
bar, fleece,
bar-gdl, see sub udu. 
bar-ta gdl-la, 19:13; 342:10; 381:16. 
bara: parakku, 
bara An-na, 129:5. 
ba-sur, 358:14. 
ba-za, 129:5; 295:2. 
bulug: buqlu, 83:6. 
buru14: eburu,
egir buni14-Se, 131:5; 138:1. 
bur-zi, 339:55. 
dab: sanaqu, to check, 
kigib dab-ba,< 207:2.
^da-ag-si: daksiu, 178:1, 2. 
dab5: sabdtu,
1. i-dab5, l:8; 4:5,pas5im.
2. mu-u-S£ dab5-ba, 158:3.
3. da-ba-a (dab5-ba), 274:8.
4. dumu dab5-ba, 22:17.
5. fb-dab5, 394:16; 404:1, 7.
dabin: tappinnu, 83:3; 95:2; 114:2; 322:2,
6, 10; 328:1; 339:16. 
dag, u4 1-am g£-la nu dag, 259:11. 
dalla: siipu; see sub PN’s: Lugal-. 
dam: assatu. 55:2; 157:4; 298:3. 
dam-gar: tamkaru, 252:2. 
danna: beru,
1. 6-danna, 369:9.
2. da-na, 307:5, 6. 
dukdida: billatu,
.1. dukdida gin, 95:1; 143;1 (u); 290:1 
(u); 328:2; 339:18.
. 2. dukdida sig5, 143:6, 8; 300:2.
3. dukdida 30 sila, 20 sila, 300:4-6.
’4. dukdida KU-sig5, 290:4.
di^ku5: daianu, 356:12, 14.
’“DIN, 112:4.
diri: (w)atru, 15:15; 33:27; 58:10; 313:1; 
379:4; 401:15.
1. sila4 diri, 313:1, 7.
'2. diri-turn, 97:47. (See dGestin-an- 
na).







' kuSdu10-gan, tukkannu, 6:5. 
dun : qabu, (see also e),
^bf-in-duj!, 138:4. 
dub: tuppu, 92:1.
•1. dub... bal, 153:7.
2. dub dEn-lfl-ld, 6:8.
3. dub-bi 4-^m, 140:7.
4. dub ki...gdl, 6:8, 9.
. 5. dub ba-a-re7-e§-a-ne, 105:2-3. 
dub-dub,
eSa dub-dub-bi, 322:4. 
dub-ld, see PN’s sub U r-.
:dub-sar: tupsarru, 15:3, 26, 36; 27:7; 
54:3- 108:10; 111:5; 155:7; 239:9; 





1. dug gal ka$ gin, 322:12.
2. see dugdida. 
dumu: mam,
1. dumu dab5-ba, 22:17.
2. dumu da-ba-a, 274:8.
3. dumu-lugal, 10:1, 3; 40:2.
4. dumu-munus lugal, 367:2. 
dur: mum,
dur gis, 3:3, 6. 
dusu: agalu,,
1. dusu, 6:passim.
2. dusu munus, 81:2; 403:6, 7, 14.
3. dusu munus mu-2, 383:5.
4. dusu nita, 81:1; 411:1.
5. dusu mta Su-gi4, 194:1. 
e: qabu,
nu-e, 400:2.




6-gal, see sub TN’s.
6: asw,
1. e-gal-ta b, 10:2; 295:4.
2. 6-dub-ba-ta e-a, 334:4.
3. 6-ta b-a, 170:12. 
egir: (w)arka,
egir buru14-se, 131:5; 138:1. 
en: enu, entu,
1. en dInanna, 241:1; 361:3; 373:3.
2. en dInanna Unugki-ga, 239:3.
3. en dNanse, 289:10.
en, uz nam-en-na, 391:18; 394:15. 
6n...tar: sa’alum,
1. 6n-bi ..tar-re-dam, 8:15; 406:10.
2. en-bi tar-re-de, 230:21.
engar: ikkaru, 3:4, 10, 14; 33:12; 100:2.
engar dNanse, 128:3. 
ensi, 114:6; 241:2; 260:4; 375:18.
1. ensi Adab*, 284:7; 299:13.
2. ensi AS-nunki, 254:2.
3. ensi is§-nun-naki, 275:2.
4. ensi fe-nunki, 353:20.
5. ensi Gir-su^, 18:2; 190:9; 251:6;
263:7; 284:4; 353:31.
6. ensi Gu-du8-aki, 270:6; 273:8; 
375:12.
7. ensi I-§im-d§ulgi, 281:3.
8. 6nsi Ka-zal-luki, 52:3; 315:17.
9. ensi Mar-da^, 99:12.
10. ensi.M ar-ha-^, 278:3.
11. ensi Nibru^, 267:2'
12. ^nsi^Pu-u^, 130:6; 399:13.
13. ensi Surupak, 297:7; 299:14; 325:2.
14. ensi URU.SAG.RIG^, 277:4; 353:7.
15. Ab-ba 6nsi, 399:17.
16. Ur-e-an-na ensi, 230:19.
^eren: erenu, 102:1.
erin: sabu, 22\passim\ 274:6.
1. erin G&r-ne-ne1", 179:14.
2. erin Tu-tu-ubki, 278:4.
3. a erin, 272:2.
6sir: ittu,
1. esir hur-sag-g£, 168:1.
2. esir §ub-ba, 327:1-2. 
es du6-ku, 313:4.
e§a: sasqu, 322:1 \ 339:17;
esa dub-du-bf, 322:4.
6S-da kii-babbar, 279:1. 
b$-bk essesu, 340:11.
1. eS-6S u4-sakar, 244:7; 339:41:348:3.
2. e3-6S u4-sakar u4-29-kam, 306:18. 
munuseggar: uniqu, 135:2; 159:6; 205:2.
1. munusesgar gaba, 122:8..
2. — esgar niga, 66:2; 68:3; 141:2.
3. munuseSgar niga sig5,}32:passim.
4. munusesgar niga 4-kam u£, 237:1. 
ezem: isinnu,
1. ezem mah, 185:8.
2. ezem Ma-ma, 82:5.’
3. ezem d̂ «-dEN.ZU, 18:4, 7. 
ga: sizbu,
1. ga-ku-a, 244:11.
2. ga-muru13, 391 ‘.passim. 
ga-arsar?, 307:3.
gaba-ri: gabaru, 41:6; 203:4. 
gada: Mtu,
1. gadagu-6, 10:3.
2. gada-ta §a-ra, 10:4.<
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gala: kalu, 238:1; 241:5; 322:13; 325:9; 
339:12.
gd-la.. dag, 259:11. 
g&l: basil,




5. ni sila-a gal-la, 168:2.





3. uga g£-ga, 124:5.
4. uga ba-a-g^-ar, 281:6.
5. uga-a ba-a-g£-ar, 6:10. 
gar-gar: kumurru,
gar-gar gal-la, 412:2. 
ga-§e-a, 91’.passim. 
ga-za-wi, uz--, 391:24. 
geme: amtu, 22:passim.
geme u§-bar, 55:3. 
geStin: karanu,
ge3tin-da ku4-ra, 366:21. 
gi: qanu, 174:1; 312:1.
sa gi, 272:1; 339:11. 
gi-gir-gir esir Sub-ba, 327:1. 
gi-gur X -ma esir £ub-ba, 327:2. 
gi4: taru,
1. ki-bi gi4-a, 313:39; 314:25; 363:31; 
366:66; 381:28.
2. gi4-gi4-dam, 13:4; 387:6.




1. ib-gi-in, 333:12, 15; 400:2.
2. gi-ni-dam, 355:17.
3. ib-gi-ne, 400:2. 
gin: alaku.
1. gin-na-me, 167:5.
2. lugal Urij^-ta gin-ne, 292:3.
3. u4 i-im-gin-na-a, 279:5.
gin: siqlu
ginku-babbar, 127:1. 
gir PN = via PN, 6:7; 8:7; 15:26, 36; 
17:2; 19:1, 10; 27:6, 7; 30:3, 15; 
33:14, 17; 38:6; 41:2, 4; 54:8; 57:2, 
4; SO’.passim; 82:6; 87:7; 90:3; 
107:12; 108:5, 10; 110:2, 8; 111:5; 
129:7, 8, 14; 129:15; 137’.passim’, 
151:6; 154:3; 155:7; 157:6; 158:4; 
161:4; 167:5; 170:11; 179:7; 193:3; 
198:5; 203:2; 204:7, 10; 210:5; 
213‘.passim; 222:passim; 237:8; 
239:9; 244:16; 248:10; 174:4;
278:5; 282:10; 329:passim; 295:5; 
299:10; 305:8, 10; 313 ’.passim; 
3\A’.passim\ 3 \ l ‘.passim’, 318:10; 
336:3; 337:8; 351:3; 353’.passim’, 
354:15; 355:4; 358:12; 359:4;
366:61; 375:3, 6; 376:2; 378:8; 
382:21; 384:9; 389:2; 395:20;
401:7, 24; 402:2; 409. 
gir-si, (unknown meaning), 
abzu gir-si, 339:84. 
gu4: alpu, S8’.passim.
1. gu4 ur-gi7-re ib-dab5, 404:1, 7.
2. gu4 £b, 248:4.
3. gu4 £b gun-a, 353:38.
4. gu4 ab hi-a, 32:61.
5. gu4 amar-ga, 248:7.
6. gu4 amar-ga gun-a, 353:6.
7. gu4-ga, 42:3.
8. gu4 giS, 3:12; 128:1.
9. gu4 mu-1, 3:13; 145:7; 216:2; 
248:6.
10. gu4 mu-2, 35:2; 145:6; 177:1; 
260:1; 273:4.
11. gu4 mu-3, 248:5.
12. gu4 niga, 32:passim; 70:1; 82:1, 3; 
110:1, 4; 140:1; 220:1; 255:1; 
257:1.
13. gu4 niga 4-kam-u3, 32:4; 34:23; 
88:1; 308:6.
14. gu4 u, 32’.passim’, 153:1; 270:1; 
308’.passim.
15. gu4-e-us-sa, see sub udu-niga.
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4. e-gal-la gub-ba, 90:2.
5. gub-ba-dm, 313:38; 402:1; 401:30; 
402:1.
6. ma-a gub-ba, 314:25. 
gudu4: pasisu, 218:3.
gudu4 dNanSe, 204:1. 
gug, 339:28, 45 . . .  
gu-gu-tum, sila4—, 375:10. 
gukkal, 141:4; 169:1; 196:2; 224:1.
1. gukkal babbar gis-du, 148:2; 321:3.
2. gukkal giS-dii, 141:5; 156:5; 243:1.
3. gukkal gis-du niga, 265:1.
4. gukkal niga, 68:2; 86:1. 
gu-la: rabu,
u4 sakar gu-la, 266:4. 
gun: biltu, weight, 168:1. 
gun: biltu,
1. gun Sa-bu-umki, 179:11.
2. gun Susa, 364:4.
gun: burrumu, see sub ab, eSgar, mdS, 
udu, uz.
gur,
1. gur sd-dun , 334:2, 3.
2. gur 72 sila-ta, 201:2.
3. mds gur-ra 100 sila-ta, 228:2. 
gur: tarn,
1. sila-ta gur-ra, 161:5.
2. ha-mu-gur-e, 136:9.
gurus: etlu, 38:1; 59:1, 7; 230passim;
343passim', 369:1; 393:1.
^gu-za: kussu, year name AS 3.
1. ^gu-za umbin sal4-la ha-lu-ub, 
240:2.
2. ^gu-za d§ul-gi, 179:13; 245:3.
3. ki s^gu-za, 175:8.
4. gu-za haShur, 271:1. 
gu-za-ld, 54:6; 332:12.
^ha-lu-ub: haluppu, 136:1; 240:2. 
har: semeru, 280:1.
haShur: hashurU, 271:1.
hi-a, see sub gu4, db, udu, tug. 
hul: sulputu,
ku-babbar al-hul-a, 336:1. 
hun: agaru, sub lu.
1. md hum-ga>, 406:12.
2. md hun-gd, 44:2; 307:2. 
hur-sag: hursanu, see sub udu, u8.
i: samnu, 12passim', 31:16; 37passim;
55:4; 391 ‘.passim. 
ig i. . .  gal, 287:6. 
igi-gdl: bisitu,
igi-gdl kuruSda 1-a-kam Su-sum-ma, 
32:63.
i-gi§: samnu, 163:1; 173:8; 276:1; 300:9; 
339:44; 390:1. 
i-giS du10-ga, 173:5. 
fl: nasu,
1. Se fl-la, 333:5.
2. 3e fl-gd, 44:5. 
im-sar-ra, 92:2.
i-nun: himetu, 143:3; 391 passim. 
ir-siskur-ra, 322:14.
Hfr’-sud-a, 317:81. 
i-Sdh, 55:4; 173:14. 
i§ib: isippu, 258:2. 
iti,
1. iti Sdh-da-ku 2-kam, 98:8; 301:9.




2. ni kag udu, 135:3. 




^kam -lum  kh-babbar $ub-ba, 133:1. 
kaskal: harranu, 307:5. 
kaskal-musen: arsanu, 56:5.
kas: sikaru, Yl\passim.
1. ka§ gin, 12:28; 37:16; 300:3; 
322:12; 339:22.




1. kaS-de-a nin, 114:4.
2. ka&-de-a Ur-dNin-su, 130:9.
3. e kaS-de-a, 353:32; 375:8. 
kaS . . .  d6-a: qeru,
kas> ba-ni-de-a, 378:3. 
kas>4: lasimu,
1. mu-kaS4-ke4-ne-Se, 122:3.
2. [31:11]; 179:7, 10. 
keS-rd, 301:4.
ki: asru,
1. ki ^gu-za, 175:8.
2. ki-ba gd-gd, 180:1; 415:9 (dam).
3. ki-bi, 46:3.
4. ki-bi gi4-a, 313:39; 314:25; 363:31; 
366:6; 381:28.
5. ki dEn-M-ld, 33:28.
6. ki lugal, 185:9.
7. ki dEN.ZU, 130:5. 
ki-a-nag Ur-dNammu, 97:4. 
ki-ag: ramu,
1. ki-dg dNanna, 97:23.
2. ki-dg dNin-sun, 97:33. 
ki-ld,
1. ki-ld, 280:1; 295:1.
2. ki-ld-bi, 271:2; 301:2. 
kikken: hasalu,
ugula kikken-na, 206:3. 
kin-gi4-a, see sub lu, sila4. 
kirlt: puhattu, 32:51; 86:5; 97:26; 135:1; 
383:10.
1. kirn gukkal, 187:3.
2. kirn gukkal babbar, 243:8.
3. kirn  niga, 141:1.
4. kirn ur4, 103:3.
kiSib, 16:5; 29:4; 41:6; 58:4; 105:2;
140:6; 147:4; 161:3, 6; 167:7; 
184:9; .203:5; 23Q:passinv, 274:2; 
330:5; 3\3'.passim\ 315 ipassinr,
335’passim', 337ipassim; 366\pas- 
sim;381:4; 382:4; 395\passim\
399:15, 17, 19; 401 '.passim;
402:passim. 
kisib dab-ba, 207:2.
ku: akalu (in tanning),
1. A.GAR ku-a, 319:1.
2. a ku-a, 319:2. 
ku: kaspu, 13:3; 295:1.
1. ku sa10-a, 287:4.
2. ku ku-babbar gub-bi-e3 i-na-gub, 
259.
3. ku 1 gin-a an-na 10 gin-sta, 284:13. 
ku-bi, 16:2; \Qi2\passim\ 120:2; 163:2;
\13\passim\ 298:2; 392:2. 
ku-babbar: kaspu, 98:1; 116:2; 133:1; 
162:1; 173:3; 185:1; 201:1; 219:1; 
240:1; 259:1; 278:1; 280:1; 287:1; 
289:passim\ 356passim; 377:1; 
413:1.
1. ku-babbar al-hul-a, 336:1.
2. ku-bdbbar, 127:1; 164:1.
3. ku-babbar d-gam, 931:1. 
ku-sig17: hurasu, 162:1; 173:1.
ku-sig17 sdr-da, 301:1. 
ku4: erebu, 27:5.
1. ba-an-ku4, 110:3.
2. ki PN ku4-ra, 193:2.
3. sila-ta ku4-ra, 170:14.
4. ge£tin-da ku4-ra, 366:21.
5. gu4-da ku4-ra, 210:3.
ku5-rd: harasu, to set, to determine, see 
sub sd-dun . 
kun-zi<<ku6>>, 300:11. 
kur Mar-tu, 133:3.
kuruSda: sa kuruste, 184:9; 282:9;
366:43. 
ku£: masku,
1. kuS gu4, 300:16.
2. kuS mdS-gaba, 302:3; 302:7.
3. kuS mdS gal, 302:1; 319:1.
4. kuS sila4, 195:1.
5. ku§ udu, 300:18.
6. kuS udu nita, 302:5.
7. ku5du10-gan, 6:5; 58:3.
8. kuSsuhub, 301:3.
ku§7: kizu^51:5; 54:1; 222:3, 18; 315:18; 
394:17.
Id: saqalu, 271:5.
1. ki-ld, see sub ki-ld.
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2. i-ld, 271:5.




3. ld-ux su-ga, 188:6. 
libir: labaru, 3:7.
lu: awilu,
1. lu a-ga, 105:2.
2. lu Ag-nun-na^, 282:10.
3. lu bAd .a n ^, 285:3.
4. lu Gu-<ma>-ra-§iki, 344:4.
5. lu Ha-ar-giki, 344:5.
6. lu SU-a* 280:2; 318:9.
7. lu SU, see sub mag-gal, u8, udu.
8. lu-^tukul, 300:19.
9. lu didli, 54:14; 104:passim.
10. lu didli-ne (kisib), 161:3.
11. lu DIN/TlJG?, 112:4.
12. lu hun-gd, 44:2; 393:5.
13. lu hun-gd al-ak-a, 352:2.
14. lu inim-ma, 138:13; 228:8.
15. lu inim-ma-bi, 60:8; 164:21.
16. lu kag4, 179:7, 10.
17. lu ki-inim, 136:8.
18. lu ki-inim-ma, 259:10; 276:8.
19. lu kin-gi4-a, 318:8.
20. lu kin-gi4-a lugal, 133:4; 353:21.
21. lu kin-gi4-a lu Mar-ha-gi^, 154:2.
22. lu kin-gi4-a 6nsi Mar-ha-giki, 278:3;
23. lu kin-gi4-a Ur-nigin-gar, 304:3..
24. lu lukur-gal, 392:5.
25. lu mdg-da-ri-a, 308:9.
26. lu guku-ra, 122:13.
27. lu Ur-kigki, 16:3, 
lugal: sarru,
1. mu lugal...pdd, see sub pad.
2. lugal ku4-ra, 244:8.
3. lugal Uru^-ta gin-ne, 292:3.
4. ki lugal-g£, 185:9. 
lukur-gal: naditum rabitum 392:5. 
lulim: lulimu, 355:12.
1. lulim munus, 335:6.
2. lulim mta niga, 244:1.
3. lulim mta mu-2 gig-du, 244:9.
lu-u18-um, see sub udu, u8. 
md: elippu,
1. md-a gub-ba, 314:25:
2. md-a si-ga, 38:4.
3. md hun, 406:12.
4. md hun-gd, 307:2. 
mdh, see sub ange.
md-lah4: malahhu, 54:5; 335:14.
^ma-nu: e ’ru, 268:1; 339:54. 
mar-sa, 168:4.
mar-tu, 108:4; 175:10; 224:2; 358:11.
kur mar-tu, 133:3. 
ma-sa-ab zabar, 162:1. 
m<&: sibtu, 387:1.
1. mdg-bi, 60:2; 121:2..
2. mag a-ga-ga, 287:2.
3. mdg 5 gm 1 gin-ta, 219:2.
4. mdg gur-ra 100 sila-ta, 228:2.
5. mdg igi-3-gdl, 246:2; 247:2. 
mdg: puhadu, 17:1.
1. mdg-ga, 99:10.
2. md&-ga niga gu4-e-us-sa, 353:19.
3. mdg gaba, 3A:passim, 122:11;
Y19\passim\ 252:1.
4. mdg gal, 1:3; 23:2.
5. mdg gal a-dara4 niga, 318:2, 4; 
358:5.
6. mdg.gal gan, 160:1.
7. mdg gal gis-du, 32:45.
8. mdg gal lu-su, 177:4; 183:4; 366:8; 
394:5.
9. mdg gal lu-SU niga, 99:5.
10. mdg gal niga 3-kam us, 32-.passim.
11. mdg gal niga sig5, 32:passim.
12. mdg gal si 2 rld \ 75:1.
13. mdg gal u, 15passim; 20:2; 34:14; 
96:2;. 122:1; 239:2.
14. mdg gi§-dii, 313:6, 7.
15. 60 mds mu ku-babbar V3 ma-na- 
g£, (1 mdg = V3 gin), 188:1.
ma-sa-lum, 98:2 (CAD, M2 256). 
magda: sabltu,
1. magda munus, 5:2.
2. magda mta, 5:1; 221:1; 244:2, 5.
3. see sub amar.
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m as-da-ri-a:, 185:7.
lu md3-da-ri-a, see sub lu. 
maSkim: rabisu, 39:6; 46:7; 73:3; 82:6; 
84:4, 7; 88:4; 91:9; 97:12, 56; 99:4, 
14; 108:3, 6; 117:4; 122:15; 125:4; 
143:6; 145:4; 145:5; 147:4; 152:3, 
7; 154:4; 155:4; 175:7; 175:9, 11, 
16; 179:4, 15; 217:6; 218:3; 224:3; 
238:2, 5; 239:5; 267:5; 278:6; 
286:6; 318:7, 15; 322:15; 339:61; 
344:2; 358:13, 16; 360:4; 361:4; 
366:22; 367:6; 368:14; 373:6, 12, 
17; 378:4; 388:6; 401:15. 
mf-us-sa, see m-mussa53. 
mu: sumu,
1. mu ..lb, 6:9; 9:2; 35:3; 39:5; 52:3
89:7; 128:4; 188:1; 202:3; 217:5
238■A; 260:2; 297:4; 318:14; 338:4
352:2; 381:14.
2. mu munuseSgar-Se, 205:2.
3. mu amar ur-gi7-ra-Se, 403:2.
4. mu bal 6nsi ...lb, 254:2.
5. mu Dun -ga-s>e, 406:10.
6. mu Du-su-mu-um-lb, 268:5.
7. mu Kal-la-mu-§6, 399:19.
8. mu ku-babbar V3 ma-na-Se, 188:1.
9. mu ku-sig17-Se, 355:2.
10. mu Lu-du10-ga-Se, 202:3.
11. mu mu-du-lum-lb, 338:4.
12. mu nin-Se, 238:4.
13. mu u-lb dab5-ba, 158:3.
14. mu u&-lb, 9:2; 180:2; 205:1.
mu-du-lum, 338:4; 358:15.
muhaldim: nuhatimmu, 17:3, 4; 44:7; 
~ 107:18; ~113:6; 127:11; 142:6;
366:15; 373:11; 295:2. 
e-muhaldim, see sub TN’s. 
munu4: buqlu, 83:6.
munu4 si-6, 144:7. 
mu-us-sa, in year names, 
mu-tum: surubtu, see sub turn, 
na: salalu, ersu,
1. s*nd, 136:1.
2. 8*na lugal, 200:1.
3. u4 nd-a-ka-ni, 170:7.
na4: abnu, 111:2. 
nag: satu, see sub ki-a—. 
naga: uhidu, 12:passim; 16:1; 31:12, 16; 
37'.passim; 276:1. 
naga gaz, 300:10.
na-gada: naqidu, 51:3; 222:2; 391:26;
394'.passim. 
nagar: nagaru, 112:5. 
na-kab-tum, nagabtu,
na-kab-tum-lb ba-an-ku4, 110:3; 
348:6.
nam-en-na, 391:18; 394:15. 
nam-ra-ak, 167:3; 284:2.
1. nam-ra-ak Ur-bf-lumkl, 336:2.
2. nam-ra-ak Ha-ar-si u Ki-maski, 
364:8.
nar: naru, 224:1; 378:2. 
na-ru-a: naru, 382:11, 17. 
ni-ar-ra: samidu,
1. ni-ar-ra gin, 328:7.
2. ni-ar-ra sig5, 144'.passim; 233:2; 
322:11; 328:6; 339:10.
ni-ga,
1. ni-ga si-ga, 162:1.
2. ni-ga Ba-mu, 248:8.
3. ni-ga Kis-ir, 264:9. 
ni-kag: nikkassu,
1. ni-kag-ak, 282:8; 355:1; 363:24.
2. ni-kag udu, 363:11. 
ni-KU/dab5,
1. ni-KU a-tu5-a lugal, 170:2.
2. ni-KU ezem d& -dEN.zu, 18:4, 7.
3. ni-KU d-ki-ti Su-numun-na, 239:4. 
ni-ku-a, 304:2, 5.
ni sila-a gal-la, 168:2. 
nin: beltu,
1. mu-nin-^e, 238:4.
2. ka§-de-anin, 114:4. 
ni-mussa53 e-Zabar-dab5, 342:7.
ninda: akalu, Yl'.passim; 31'.passim; 
115:1; 300:7; 304:1, 4.
1. ninda-gur4-ra lugal, 322:1; 339:15.




nin-dingir Mdr-daw: entu Marda, 353:14. 
ni-Sdm-ma, 289:12. 
nu: la, 8:14; 259:11.
1. nu-e, 400:2.
2. nu-ub-tuk, 379:1, 3.
3. nu-un-su, 138:6.
nu-banda: laputtu, 7:2; 22’.passim; 25:3; 
31:3; 38:5; 97:9; 131:3; 246:5; 
267:8; 343:14; 347:5; 393:7.
Se§ nu-Mnda, 2:6. 
numum: zeru, 198:2. 
pad,
mu-lugal . . . pdd, 25:5; 127:6; 131:7; 
138:5; 164:10; 246:3; 259:11;
276:9.
pi, qasu, i-pi-e-e3, 388:5. 
pisan: pisannu,
pisan-dub-ba, 58:1; 207:1. 
ra: kanaku,
kiSib ib-ra, 268:6.
ra-gaba: rakibu, '54:13’; 90:3; 168:3;






3. sa gi ninda-<3£>, 339:21.
4. sa gi ninda-gur4-ra, 339:15.
5. sa gu4, 300:17.
6. sa s%ia-nu, 268:1; 339:54.
7. sa sum-gaz, 300:12. 
sd-dun : sattukku, 118:1; 142:4.
1. sd-dun An-nu-ni-tum, 89:2; 315:5.
2. sd-dun e-uz-ga, 381:17, 21.
3. sd-dun ku5-rd, 4:2.
4. sd-dun ku5-rd e-uz-ga, 353:30; 
375:7.
5. sd-dun lu ^tukul, 300:19.
6. sd-dun lu Ur-kis1", 16:3.
7. sd-dun dNin-sun, 23:3; 372:2.
8. sd-dun dNin-X u dA£nan, 176:8.
9. sd-dun ur-gi7-ra, 15:13, 41.
10. s£-dun ur-ra-^e, 89:7.
11. gur si-dujj, 334:2.





4. sag nfta, 103:6. 
sag-rig7: seriktum, 367:2.
sagi: saqu, 54:10; 84:4, 6; 88:4; 97:12; 
164:14; 210:5; 244:12; 318:7;
366:22.
sahar: eperu, 311:passim. 
sal4: raqaqu,
umbin sal4-la, 240:2. 
sanga: sangu, 117:3; 133:2; 147:3; 179:3; 
245:2; 353:15; 360:3. 
sanga Mar-da1", 140:6. 
si(g):
1. m£-a si-ga, 38:4.
2. ni-ga si-ga, 162:1.
3. si-gi4-d&, 246:2. 
si, qamu
si 2 Id, 75:1.
sig: sipatu, 298:1; 393:2.
1. sig gfr-gul, 111:1; 151:1; 271:1.
2. sig kur-ra gin, 392:1.
3. sig 3u-gfd, 151:2.
4. sig uz, 391 '.passim.
5. sigzi, 136:1.
6. sfg-ba, 151:4.
7. sig 6-udu, 111:3.
8. sig 4-kam us>, 309:2. 
slG x A§, dara4: lahru,
1. dara4 nita, 85:1; 184:2.
2. dara4 nita su-gid, 184:3.
3. dara4 munus, 184:4.
4. dara4 munus §u-gid, 184:5. 
si-i-tum: situ, 317:58; 366:65.
sila: babtu, suqu, assets outstanding,
1. sila-ta gur-ra, 161:5.
2. sila-ta ku4-ra, 170:14.
3. ni sila-a gal-la, 168:2. 
sila4: puhadu, 1:2; 7:3; 32:50.
1. sila4 a-lum, 141:7; 243:6.
2. sila4 a-lum giS-du, 243:5.
3. sila4 bar-ta gdl-la, 363:5.
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4. sila4 ga, 286:1.
5. sila4 ga gi6, 286:3.
6. sila4 gub, 386:4.
7. sila4 gukkal, 237:4. 243:4.
8. sila4 gukkal gi§-du, 187:1; 243:3.
9. sila4 kin-gi4-a, 97:55, 61; 172:1; 
282:2; 386:3.
10. sila4 lu-SU, 394:5.
11. sila4 niga, 76:1; 91:1, 3; 123:1.
12. sila4 nita ur4, 103:4. 
simug: nappahu, 95:3.
sipa: re’u , 222:4, 23; 303:14; 319:3; 
379:4.
1. sipa gu4, 80:4; 110:2.
2. sipa KAJOINGIR^/Der* 381:3.
3. sipa Ka-saharki, 235:12.
4. sipa? M aS-kn, 107:2.
5. sipa MaS-kdn-Sabra, 313:14.
6. sipa Ur..., 381:10.
7. sipaur, 89:9; 401:22; 402:11.
8. sipa ur-gi7-ra, 15:45; 194:3.
9. sipa Lu-dNanna, 110:8. 
siskur: ikribu, tesUtu,
1. siskur gu-la, 313:5.
2. siskur 6 amar-ra, 101:2.
3. e-siskur, 170:10.
4. siskur £a e-gal, 97:21.
5. siskur ur-giy-ra, 15:16; 373:5.




3. su-ga, 188:6. 
kuJsuhub, 301:3.
sukkal: sukkallu, 31:4; 37:3; 54-passim', 
94:3; 108:5; 157:6; 275:3; 278:5, 6; 
318:10, 15; 358:12; 367:6; 366:48.
1. sukkal-mah, 133:6; 370:4; 386:6.
2. sukkal-zag-ga, 202:4.
sum: sumu, 12‘passim’, 31:12, 17; 37pas­
sim.
1. sum-sikil, 12:27.
2. sum-gaz, 300:12. 
sum: nadanu,
1. in-na-sum, 136:5; 164:8.
2. sum-mu-da, 131:6.
3. sum-mu-d6, 121:2. 
sa: libbu, 17:6.
1. S£-ba diri 1-zlm i-gal, 58:10.
2. Sit 6-ki-ti, 308:8.
3. & bal, 16:6; 327:6.
4. S& e-duru5, 129\passim\ 213:5.
5. & 6-gal, 349:3.
6. Sii 6 dNin-sun, 97:30.
7. Sit gun Sa-bu-um^, 179:11.
8. S& nu-banda, 97:9.
9. & Uri^-ma, 88:8.
^-bi-ta, 110:6; 137:6; 314:3; 323:14; 
343:6; 355:9; 363:15; 376:3;
381:12; 395:15; 401:13; 402:5; 
406:6.
sa-gal: ukullu,
1. S&-gal an§e, 300:8.
2. 3ii-gal In-na-ba, 124:2, 3.











2. ni-Sam-ma, siamatu, 289:12.
Sabra: sapru, 23:5; 150:6; 175:14; 249:2;
251:8; 261:9, 10; 302:10; 332:22; 
353:11; 368:11; 372:4; 375:18.
1. Sabra An-na, 87:5; 383:23.
2. Sabra An-nu-ni-tum, 317:16.
3. Sabra dEnki, 383:20.
4. Sabra dNanna, 335:22; 383:21.
5. Sabra dNin-gal, 383:22.
6. Sabra dNin-gubalag, 356:4.
Sa-ra,





sa-tag ^nd  lugal, 200:1.
Sa-tam: satammu, nam Sa-tam, 391:23. 
Se: se’u, 14:1; 26:1; 57:1, 3; 121:1; 246:1; 
300:8; 351:1.
1. Se a-Sa hul-a, 333:6.
2. se duh, 213:3.
3. se duh duru5, 351:2.
4. Se sig5, 242:1.
5. Se-ba, 33:41, 42; 377:2.
6. Se-ba lugal, 206:1.
7. se-ba zag-mu, 206:4.
8. Se-bi, 45:18; 127:2; 276:2; 393:3.
9. Se fl-gd, 44:5.
10. Se ur5, 60:1.
11. Se ur5-ra, 104:8; 121:2; 202:1; 
247:1.
uruduSe-kin 12 gin, 41:1, 3.
Seg9: atudu,
1. seg9-bar munus, 294:1; 325:5.
2. seg9-bar nfta, 325:4.
3. seg9-bar nita niga, 244:4. 
SeiT-da-am: nertu, 138:8.
SeS nu-banda, 2:6.
Sim: riqqu, 102:7, 9.
1. Sim du10, 174:5.
2. Sim gin, 328:5.
3. Sim gam-gam-ma, 174:4.
4. Sim gu4-ku-ru, 174:6.
5. Sim sig5, 144:passim\ 233:1; 328:4. 
Su-a-gi-na, 15:12, 42.
Su . . .  bar, Su ga-ba-ri, 250:4.
Sub-ba, 133:1; 327:1-2.
Su-gi4: sibu, 194:1.
Su-gid, 20:3; 2Apassim\ 27:3; 39:4; 49:5; 
119 ‘.passim; 122:9; 139:1; 145:9; 
160:1; 184passim; 186:5; 216:6; 
217:4; 221:1; 222:4, passim; 234:4; 
235:2; 245:6; 254:6; 261:13; 285:5; 
303:passinr, 306:13; 308:9; 318:13; 
360:10; 365:6; 373:16.
Su-gur: unqu,
Su-gur ku-babbar 1 gin, 367:1.
Su-i: gallabu, 93:2; 378:4.
Su-ha: ba’iru, 158:4.
Sukur: kurummatu, 122:13.




Su-ur-me: surminu, 102:5; 173:11; 174:2. 
Su . . .  uS,
1. Su im-mi-nu-uS, 7:2.
2. Su [im]-mi-in-[nu-uS], 336:4. 
tag^ ezebu,
ib-tag4 ni-kag-ak, 282:8. 
tar, see en...tar. 
tar,
al tar: altaru, 59:7.
Su . . .  ti: lequ,
1. Su-ti-a, 144:13; 233:4; 274:6; 328:8.
2. Su ba-ti, 10:7, passim.
3. Su ba-an-ti, 21:1; 34:28; 120:4; 
121:6; 131:4; 246:6; 247:5; 294:6; 
301:7; 387:4.
4. Su-nu-ti tur-re-dam, 250:3.
5. Su-ba-ti-6S, 289:14. 
ti-um , 343:6.
tu-gur4mufcn: sukaninnu, 56:6. 




4. tug guz-za 4-kam uS, 309:5.
5. tug hi-a, 151:3; 309:11.
6. tug gu Id tur, 10:1.
7. tug ni-ldm 4-kam uS, 309:9.
8. tug ni-lam uS lugal, 46:5.
9. tug sag uS-bar, 309:2, 6.
10. tug uS-bar, 309:3, 7.
tukumbi: summa, 138:6. 
tuk: lequ,
nu-ub-tuk, 341:6; 379:1, 3. 
turn: (w)abalu,




5. mu-tum, 10:5; 64:3; 73:2; 84:3; 
84:6; 91 :passim\ 99'.passim; 116:5; 
117:3; 122:3; 125:3; \A5:passim\
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147:3; 152:2, 6; 155:3; 157:3, 5; 
158:5; 170:7; 214:9; 224:2; 241:7; 
245:2; 245:4; 248:12; 251:3;
261 :passim; 264:13; 267'.passim
275:6; 280:3; 281:4; 293:3; 295:6; 
303:15; 326:13; 336:5; 344:4;
360:3; 361:3; 375:19; 386:10.
6. mu-tum nu-ub-tuk, 379:1, 3.
7. mu-tum Arad-mu, 134:3.
8. mu-tum lugal, 48:3; 87:3; 130:3; 
150:3; 153:3; 264:7; 265:2; 270:2; 
273:6; 291:3; 297:5; 313:11; 370:2.
9. mu-tum S& Unugki, 402:3.
10. mu-tum dS&ra, 347:6.
11. mu-tum Sabra, 332:22.
12. Sa-mu-tum, 175:12; 278:4; 285:3; 
373:4.
13. Sa-mu-tum erin GAR.NE.NEki, 
179:14.
14. Sa-mu-er10-ra-ta, 108:7; 238:6. 
tur: seheru,
1. tur-re-dam, 250:3.
2. fb-ta-tur, 230:2. 
u: sammu,
mu-u-S£ dab5-ba, 158:3. 
u4: umu, 179:14; 378:3.
1. u4 &S-eS u4-sakar, 306:18.
2. u4 ni-a-ka-ni, 170:7.
3. u4 sakar, 244:7; 348:3.
4. u4 sakar gu-la, 266:4.
5. u4 i-im-gin-na-a, 279:5.
6. u4-10-kam-ma-ka, 136:9. 
u5-muSen: issuru, 56:2.
u8: immertu, lahru, 9:2.
1. u8 a-lum, 321:8.
2. u8 a-lum babbar, 243:9.
3. u8 gukkal, 187:2; 243:7.
4. u8 lu-SU, 90:1, 4; 346:2.
5. u8 niga, 66:1.
6. u 8 niga sig5, 32:passim .
7. u8 sila4 na-a, 386:5.
8. u8 sila4 nu-a, 181:2;
401:27.
9. u 8 sa-ru-m i-um , 366:7.
10. u 8 u, 27:1; 122:5.
11. sag u8, 103:1. 
udu: immeru, 1:1; 9:1; Ylpassim.
1. udu a-lu hur-sag niga, 358:4.
2. udu a-lum, 36:1; 141:6; 148:1; 
177:5; 321:6.
3. udu a-lum giS-dii, 267:6; 321:7.
4. udu a-lum niga, 189:1; 231:1; 
241:3.
5. udu bar gal, 300:13; 358:3.
6. udu bar su-ga, 300:14.
7. udu giS du, 32:44.
8. udu gig, 179:5.
9. udu gub-ba, 381:1.
10. udu gukkal, 30passim.
11. udu hur-sag, 184:1.
12. udu libir ba-uS, 363:23.
13. udu lu-SU, 150:2; 373:2.
14. udu lu-u18-um niga, 177:3.
15. udu mSS, 313:2.
16. udu mas hi-a, 32:62.
17. udu niga, 4:1; 34:passim; 48:1; 
65:1; 68:1.
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